◎ Aiming for a Gun-free and Peaceful Society

■

Gun crimes now scare civil life

Crimes with guns are dreadful, have no end, and threatening the public peace.

■

The number of guns seized in 2015

3 guns were seized in Aomori prefecture in 2015, and 383 were seized in the entire nation.

■

The sentence will be reduced or exempted by submitting a gun to the police d

According to the law, the sentence will be reduced or exempted by submitting a gun to the
police voluntary.

■

Do you have a gun used by the former Japanese military?

Recently guns used and left by former Japanese military have been found in storehouse etc., and
brought to the police frequently.
Do you have a gun used during the world War II?
If you find it, don't hesitate to report to the police.

■

Your information will help eradicating handguns. "Handguns Reporting Incentive System"

If your information helps in seizing a gun and resulted in an arrest of the suspect, whether you
remain anonymous or not, a reward will be given depending on the situation.
Pease give us information on firearms:
0120-10-3774 (toll-free)
or 017-735-1074

■

Inquiries about Organized Crimes ( Biryokudan)

The Aomori prefectural center for elimination of criminal organizations ( Boryokudan)
017-723-8930 (They speak only Japanese)

■

Efforts to support victims affected by Boryokudan's involvement

Free interest loan to the victims
The government of Japan support lawsuits by providing interest-free loan to those who launch
legal action against Boryokudan and closure of their offices.
● Consolation payment system to the victim
The government of Japan pays for consolation to those who were victimized in a Boryokudan's
duel or anti Boryokudan activities.
● Consultations on Boryokudan
Information on Boryokudan is available at:
The Aomori prefectural center for elimination of criminal organizations ( Boryokudan)
Phone: 017-723-8930 ( They speak only Japanese)
●

